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Source Book 6mb Download link espresso English Grammar Level 3 Ebooks This site is a search engine for PDF document, our robot collect PDF from the Internet This PDF document belong to their respective owners, we do not store any document in our servers, Contact us if you need more information 1 free English grammar E-Book
Level 2. Two euros. The content table is currently continuous for future use 5. Will it or is it going to be? . 6. Word binding: causes and results 7. Word links: Adding, Organization, Generalization 10. Binding Words: Contrast Ideas 13. Tips for studying irregular verbs 14. The simple past and past are continuous 20. True Perfect - Never /
Never 23. Present Perfect - Still / Already / Just 25. The present is perfect for / C 27. Present Perfect Simple / Continuous 28. Comparative adjectives: Not like 30. Comparative adjectives: quantifiers 31. Comparative or excellent? 33. So / Ni / Too 34. Verbs and Infinitive or ING 38. Resolution, Obligation, Prohibition 42. Time 46. Seat 51.
The pretexts of Movement 56. Relative points 61. Order of words: Asking questions 65. 3 euros. Direct and indirect questions 70.2 Two uses to 73. Too and enough 74. Some / Any / No 75. Subject-recruiting agreement 78. First Conditional 81. Second Conditional 83. If / Can / Will 85. Past Perfect 88. True Perfection or Past Perfection?
91. Passive Voice: Present / Past 94. Reporting: Statements 95. Reported speech: Requests, Orders, Questions 97. 4 euros. Welcome! Thanks for downloading the free English Grammar E-Book Level 2 I hope this will help you with learning English! If you have any questions about the lessons, please email me in espresso English has
over 300 fun, fast online English lessons ( You can also sign up to receive new English lessons every week by email, as well as free English grammar E-Book Level 1. Please share this book This book is free, but can I ask you to help me with one thing? Please post a link to the book on Facebook and Twitter to share it with friends and
classmates.3 Thank you, I really appreciate it! 5 euros. Present continuous for future use Speaking about the future in English Many students use only to be or going to talk about the future. However, it is very often used present continuously to talk about the future, in case of arrangements that are planned: I have lunch with friends
tonight. She's meeting tomorrow with At the station. He's not coming to the party. -- We don't see our family this weekend. ? What are you doing on Saturday? ? Does Mary arrive tomorrow at 7:00 or 8:00? You can use the real continuous for future plans with these words: tonight, tomorrow, this weekend next week/month/year this
summer/autumn/winter/spring monday/Tuesday/Wednesday/etc. Six euros. Will it or is it going to be? There are two additional ways to talk about the future in English: going/will not and going.4 Using going for plans and arrangements: On my next vacation, I'm going to stay in a nice hotel in Paris. She will be looking for a new job after the
current contract ends. David will meet me at the airport at 8:00. We'll get married next July. They're going to visit Amy next week. They had plans to meet on Monday. Peter and Paul are going to share an apartment when they move to New York. Note: You can also use the present continuous in the future in these cases. On my next
holiday, I stay in a nice hotel in Paris. David's at the airport at 8:00. We'll get married next July. Use will/will not be for promises: I will send you an email. I won't tell anyone your secret. He'll give you the money back tomorrow. We won't forget your birthday. Use will for suggestions: I will buy you a drink. My secretary will help you with
paperwork.5 Using the will for decisions made at that moment: Would you like potatoes or rice? . I'm rice. Which shirt do you like? . Well, red is cheaper, but I prefer blue. I'll take the blue one. 7 euros. You can use either will/will not or is going to forecasts or general forward-looking statements: My company is going to move its
headquarters overseas next year. My company will move its headquarters abroad next year. Your wife will love these flowers they are beautiful! Your wife will love these flowers, they are beautiful! The economy is not going to improve significantly this year. The economy won't improve much this year. He's not going to pass the test. He
didn't study at all. He's not going to pass the test. He didn't study at all. Use I think will, and I don't think it will express thoughts about the future. Don't use I guess won't.6 (it doesn't sound natural). I don't think you like that movie. It's very cruel. I don't think you like that movie. It's very cruel. Will/Don't Mind Going to the quiz Click here to
take the quiz! #quiz Linking Words: Reasons and Results Image Source: Linking words will help you connect ideas in a sentence. In this lesson, you'll learn some common binding words to express causes and results. Binding Words: Reasons 8 . Because / Because of the difference between these two words is that because the verb
theme follows, and because of the follow-up noun: The game was canceled because of the rain. The game was cancelled because it was raining. In colloquial English, many people speak because it's like a short form because. Because of / Because of and because of also followed by a noun. These words are a bit more formal.7 There's
a lot of traffic today due to the upcoming holiday. (holiday and noun). The after-school program was because of a lack of interest from students. (absence and noun). Due to the fact that / Due to the fact that the use of use phrases in front of the subject and verb. Again, these phrases are a little more formal. Many people remain
unemployed as the economic recovery has been slower than expected. The publisher rejected the author's latest work because the manuscript was full of errors. Since / How since and how are more informal and they follow the subject. Verb. I'm going to bed at 10pm since I need to get up early tomorrow. I didn't go to the gym today as I
had a lot of homework to do. Therefore / Consequently / As a result these words are more formal, and more commonly used in written English .8 Profits of our company increased by 150% last year. So we're going to invest in new equipment and training programs. The tennis player underwent knee surgery in mid-October; hence she took
the rest of the season. There have been heavy rains throughout the state. As a result, flooding occurred in several areas. So so is more informal, and more commonly used in colloquial English. We were hungry so we stopped at a coffee shop for a snack. Link the words quiz: Reasons and results Click here to take the quiz! results/#quiz
10 euros. Link words: Adding, organizing, generalizing Adding information and examples, for example/for example, use those words to give one example of the idea you're talking about. Both of these expressions may go at the beginning or end of the sentence. There are a number of problems in this school.9 For example, many classes
do not have audiovisual equipment. She has a lot of good ideas for our business opening an online store, for example. Written English: and in written English, we can use to give further explanation or clarification; it means there is or in other words. Our last marketing campaign failed (we spent $50,000 and didn't make much sales). We
can use to give examples; that means, for example. I love radical sports (climbing, hang gliding and windsurfing). In a formal letter, these expressions always appear inside the bracket. namely / Such as There is a difference between namely and such as. Namely follow all the examples that you mentioned, but such as giving only one or
some of the examples, not all of them. 11 euros. Some of the students, namely Brian, Thomas and Jack, failed the course. Also/too can also go in the middle of the sentence, while too is usually used at the end. We did a lot of sightseeing on our holiday. We also bought some souvenirs. We did a lot of sightseeing on our holiday. We also
bought some souvenirs. a/ and also goes to the end of the sentence (similar to And also have to follow another word. Not only is she extremely successful, it's beautiful as well. She's beautiful as well extremely successful. In addition / besides / In addition, these binding words are usually used at the beginning of the sentence to add
another idea or further development of the previous point. People who regularly exercise more energy during the day and sleep better at night. They also tend to live longer. Exercise Basics Exercise Level 1 Exercise Level 2 2 espresso english grammar level 3 pdf free download
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